This paper describes a significantly improved recognition system for on-line handwritten Japanese text free from line direction and character orientation constraints. The recognition system separates handwritten text of arbitrary character orientation and line direction into text line elements, estimates and normalizes character orientation and line direction, applies two-stage over-segmentation, constructs a segmentation-recognition candidate lattice and evaluates the likelihood of candidate segmentation-recognition paths by combining the scores of character recognition, geometric features and linguistic context. Enhancements over previous systems are made in line segmentation, over-segmentation and context integration model. The results of experiments on text from the HANDS-Kondate t bf-2001-11 database demonstrate significant improvements in the character recognition rate compared with the previous systems. Its recognition rate on text of arbitrary character orientation and line direction is now comparable with that possible on horizontal text with normal character orientation. Moreover, its recognition speed and memory requirement do not limit the platforms or applications that employ the recognition system.
Introduction
Due to the wide spread of tablets, electronic whiteboards, and digital pens as well as the expansion of touch-based smart phones, users can write more freely as on a piece of paper and input handwriting into computers. Such freely handwritten text brings new challenges to remove writing constraint from on-line handwriting recognition. Asian people whose languages are Chinese origin often write text horizontally, vertically or even slantingly in a mixed way. Moreover, users may draw figures and write text along slanted lines in figures. Separation of text and non-text is treated in other papers [1] , [2] and this paper focuses on the recognition of text of arbitrary line direction and character orientation.
Most of the previous publications and systems for online handwritten text recognition assume either horizontal or vertical lines of text [3] - [9] , while we are trying to erase all writing constraint from on-line text input. We proposed a model to recognize mixtures of horizontal, vertical and slanting lines of text with arbitrary character orientation [10] and implemented a system [11] , which we call the initial system in this paper. Then, we improved segmentation by SVM for arbitrary line direction but normal character orientation [12] . We call it the segmentation-updated system. Unfortunately, its performance was inadequate for real use. Jin et al. proposed a line-direction free method for on-line unconstrained cursive handwritten Chinese word recognition while assuming normal character orientation [13] . It was designed for short handwritten text line recognition and the gravity center information of characters was used to detect the line direction. For both line-direction-free and character-orientation-free recognition, however, the gravity centers are not adequate to detect the both. Unlike isolated character recognition, handwritten string recognition faces the difficulty of character segmentation because characters cannot be reliably segmented before they are recognized. Moreover, characters tend to be written more cursively. On top of the segmentation problem, handwritten text recognition of arbitrary line direction and character orientation must assure high recognition rate for any line direction and character orientation, and it must perform smoothly even where line direction and character orientation change. Moreover, its recognition speed must be quick enough on a usual platform and its memory requirement must be not too large compared from recognizers of horizontally handwritten text. This paper we present an updated system for online handwritten Japanese text of arbitrary line direction and character orientation.
We follow the oversegmentation-based approach due to its advantages against the segmentation-free approach as discussed in [14] . The over-segmentation approach is to segment wherever characters must be segmented but may segment individual characters, which can be merged when they are recognized. This paper is based on a preliminary report made as a conference paper [15] . Since then, we solved several small problems and elaborately tuned the system. Moreover, we made extensive experiments. In this paper, describe them and investigate the effect of the update. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 defines the line direction and character orientation. Section 3 describes the recognition process in detail and Sect. 4 presents the experimental results and Sect. 5 draws our concluding remarks. 
Line Direction and Character Orientation
Here, we define some terminologies. A stroke denotes a sequence of pen-tip coordinates sampled from pen down to pen up. An off-stoke is a vector from a preceding stroke to a succeeding stroke. Character orientation is used to specify the direction of character pattern from its top to bottom while line direction is used to designate the writing direction of a sequence of character patterns until it changes as shown in Fig. 1 . Although the line direction is the same as common sense, the character orientation might be the opposite from it. We define them in this way since they are consistent with pen-tip movement direction to write Japanese characters.
An on-line handwritten document, or often called (digital) ink document is formed by text lines and line drawings, and all of them are formed by a sequence of strokes. In this paper, we focus on text but it is made of arbitrary line direction and character orientation.
A text line is a piece of text separated by new-line and large space and it is further divided into text line elements at the changing points of writing direction. Each text line element has its line direction as shown in Fig. 2 . The line direction and the character orientation are independent.
Flow of Recognition Process
The line-direction-free and character-orientation-free online handwritten Japanese text recognition system is composed of the steps shown in Fig. 3 . It separates handwritten text of arbitrary character orientation and line direction into text line elements, estimates and normalizes character orientation, estimates and quantizes line direction, apply two-stage over-segmentation, constructs a segmentation-recognition candidate lattice (srlattice in short) and make the Viterbi search for the best path in the lattice to recognize handwriting. The path evaluation function combines the scores of character recognition, unary and binary geometric features as well as linguistic context where the weights for those factors are estimated by the genetic algorithm (GA) so as to optimize the holistic text recognition performance.
The following subsections describe them, especially updated processes in detail.
Segmentation of Handwriting into Text Line Elements
We have updated the segmentation of text line elements. We employ a simplified version of the method by Zhou et al. [16] to split an ink document into text line elements as shown in Fig. 4 . This method works for mixture of horizontal, vertical and slanting text lines with arbitrary character orientation.
It is composed of three stages. Block grouping groups strokes into small blocks when their off-strokes are shorter than the threshold to reduce the computation cost. Secondly, pre-segmentation splits a sequence of stroke blocks at offstrokes of five times longer than the average character size. It may leave multiple text lines or elements undivided, but the third stage: temporal segmentation split them by opti- mizing a cost function trained by the minimum classification error (MCE) method. We skip the fourth step of temporal merge and the fifth step of special merge in [16] since they takes processing time while the effect is smaller.
Estimation and Normalization of Character Orientation
We succeed the original process [10] , [11] . The Japanese characters are mainly made from rightward and downward pen movements. Therefore, if we take the histogram of displacement direction of pen-tip coordinates, we will see two peaks as shown in Fig. 5 . By detecting the two main peaks, we can estimate the character orientation. After the character orientation is estimated, the text line element can be normalized by rotating it until their character orientation become downward as shown in Fig. 6 .
Estimation and Quantization of Line Direction
Here again, we succeed the original process. The direction of a text line element can be estimated by the width and height of the bounding box and the slant degree from the start point to the end point of the text line element.
Then, the direction of each text line element is quantized into 4 directions, rightward (R), leftward (L), upward (U) and downward (D) as shown in Fig. 7 . Even though there are some text lines near to or just at the line direction boundaries (45, −45, 135, −135), we can decide their line directions without bringing any problem. For instance, the text line "Kinou ha yuki" in Fig. 1 can be detected into left- ward or upward. No matter it is leftward or downward our system can work correctly, because we have trained the data for every line direction.
Over-Segmentation
This is the main part of our update. It is composed of two stages and the latter stage employs dimensionality reduction.
Each off-stroke is classified into three classes: segmentation point (SP), non-segmentation point (NSP) or undecided point (UP) according to geometric features. A segmentation point separates two characters at the off-stroke while a non-segmentation point indicates the off-stroke is within a character. Off-strokes with low classification confidence are undecided points. A sequence of consecutive strokes between two adjacent segmentation/undecided points is a primitive segment, and one or more consecutive primitive segments form a candidate character pattern.
In order to minimize the misclassification we follow the two-stage classification scheme [8] . First, we use two geometric features to classify off-strokes into hypothetical segmentation points (SP and UP) or non-segmentation points (NSP). Then, we apply SVM to further classify hypothetical segmentation points into SP or UP. The process is detailed in the following subsections.
Stage 1: Classification by Two Features
A text line element is hypothetically segmented depending on its quantized direction.
We generate hypothetical segmentation points based on features of each off-stroke: the distance feature f d , (horizontal distance when the line direction is R or L while vertical distance when the line direction is D or U), and the intersecting length feature f i that calculates the overall intersecting length between the group of all strokes preceding the offstroke and the group of all succeeding strokes. These two features were proposed for ordinary horizontal text line [8] .
Here we extend them for any other line directions. The term acs is the average character size, which is estimated by measuring the longer side length of the bounding box of each stroke for each text line element, sorting the lengths of all the strokes and taking the average of the larger 1/3 of them.
On the other hand, the intersecting length feature f i is obtained by the algorithm shown in Fig. 10 and it is depicted in Fig. 11 .
When the distance feature is positive at an off-stroke, we treat it as a hypothetical segmentation point. When it is less than or equal to 0, we consider the distribution of their values for true segmentation points. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the distance feature and the intersecting length feature of off-strokes in a set of training string samples when the distance feature is less than or equal to 0. We can see that segmentation points and nonsegmentation points are separated to a large extent by these two features. We classify off-strokes as hypothetical segmentation points if their values are in the area of OABCDE, and as non-segmentation points otherwise. After this, we modify the classified non-segmentation points between two successive hypothetical segmentation points in the area of OFGH as hypothetical segmentation points, if the width between the two successive hypothetical segmentation points divided by acs is greater than a threshold. We defined these areas heuristically by plotting f i and f d from segmentation samples.
Dimensionality Reduction
We apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce geometric features for over-segmentation since we can adjust the memory size and recognition speed without losing recognition and segmentation accuracy significantly. We then use a SVM classifier to classify the hypothetical segmentation points on the reduced features.
Given N samples x i (i <= N) of n-dimensional feature vectors, the total scatter covariance is defined as follows:
where u is the mean vector of all samples. We can obtain the optimal matrix W opt , according to the following formula:
where {W i| i = 1, 2, . . . , m} are m n-dimensional eigenvectors of S T corresponding to the m largest eigenvalues. Then we can reduce the extracted 21 geometric features according to the following formula:
Stage 2: SVM Classification
The hypothetical segmentation points are further classified into SP and UP using an SVM classifier on 21 geometric features shown in Appendix (Table A· 1 and A· 2). We train the SVM using training patterns of off-strokes with the target value of segmentation points set to 1 and that of non-segmentation points to −1. On hypothetical segmentation points of test text patterns, the SVM outputs are transformed to probability values (as detailed in 3.6), which are then combined into the criterion of candidate segmentationrecognition paths. We extract different geometric features for 4 line directions. Therefore, it is necessary to train 4 SVM classifiers for R, L, U and D.
From the SVM classification, we can select some hypothetical segmentation points as segmentation points for which the SVM output is greater than a threshold. At the decided segmentation points, the adjacent primitive segments need not be merged to form candidate character patterns. The reduction in hypothetical segmentation points simplifies the sr-lattice and improves the efficiency of string recognition.
The two stage architecture is beneficial. The first stage employs a simple heuristics to eliminate false segmentation boundaries. The second stage of the SVM classifier increases processing time slightly, but it eliminates them further, decrease character recognition for too many candidate character patterns and improve the recognition rate when it is reflected into the path evaluation function.
Construction of SR-Lattice
We succeed the original process. Each candidate character pattern is associated with a number of candidate classes with confidence scores by character recognition. All possible segmentations and recognition candidate classes are represented by a sr-lattice as shown in Fig. 13 , where each arc denotes a candidate segmentation point and each node denotes a character class assigned to a candidate character pattern.
Search and Recognition
We succeed the original process with extensions. We evaluates the lattice paths according to the path evaluation criterion first proposed by Zhu et al. [8] and formulated by Gao et al. [17] that combines the scores of character pattern size, inner gap, character recognition, single-character position, pair-character position, candidate segmentation point and linguistic context with weighting parameters estimated by GA. The optimal path can be found by the Viterbi search.
Denote X = x 1 . . . x m as the successive candidate character patterns of one path, and every candidate character pattern x i is assigned candidate class C i . Then, f (X, C) is the score of the path (X, C) where C = C 1 . . . C m . The criterion for path evaluation is expressed by Eq. (4), where b i , q i , x i , p u i , p b i , g ji and g i are geometric features extracted whose details are explained below. The coefficients, λ h1, λ h2 (h = 1, . . . , 7) and λ are weighting parameters, which are adjusted using GA to optimize the string recognition performance on a training dataset.
We start from describing p u i and p b i since they are extended for line-direction-free and character-
orientation-free recognition. We compute the center line of each text line using a linear regression line that approxi- The term p b i is composed of two values. For line direction R or L, it is composed of a vertical distance between the upper bounds and another vertical distance between the lower bounds of two adjacent candidate character patterns in a text line. For line direction U or D, it is composed of a horizontal distance between the left bounds and another horizontal distance between the right bounds of two adjacent candidate character patterns in a text line. They are shown in Fig. 14. The term b i is composed of the height and width of the bounding box of a candidate character pattern.
The term q i is an inner-gap vector in a candidate character pattern, which is obtained by projecting the character pattern into the horizontal and vertical directions, splitting each of their histograms into three slices, finding a gap or gaps in each slice and summing total lengths of gaps as shown in Fig. 15 .
The term g ji and the term g i comprise multiple features measuring the relationship between two primitive segments adjacent to a candidate segmentation point [17] .
The values of geometric features b i , q i , p u i , p b i , g ji and g i are normalized with respect to the average character size acs for scaling invariance. Several geometric features are shown in Fig. 14, 15 .
The term x i denotes features for a candidate character pattern x i .
Then, the probabilities are as follows. P(C i |C i−1 , C i−2 ) is the tri-gram context probability. The probabili- sumed to be normal distributions and model their logarithms by a quadratic discriminant function (QDF), which can be trained by training patterns. P(x i |C i ) is evaluated by the character recognizer that combining the scores of the online and off-line recognizers [18] . P(g ji |Sb) is the probability that spacing between character patterns (Sb) appears as g ji and P(g j |Sw) is the probability that spacing within a character pattern(Sw) appears as g j . As the result of oversegmentation in 3.4, UP is interpreted as either Sb or Sw in a sr-lattice. It is treated as Sb when it is between character patterns and Sw otherwise. SP is always treated as Sb and NSP is always treated as Sw. The probabilities P(g ji |Sb) and P(g j |Sw) are approximated by the SVM classifier [17] .
Optimization of Parameters
We train weighting parameters λ h1 , λ h2 (h = 1 ∼ 7) and λ by GA using training data of character string patterns to maximize the recognition rate on training data. Since each text line is quantized into 4 line directions, and the different geometric features are extracted for different line directions, however, we must train them for each line direction. We followed the method in [8] and have obtained the optimal weighting parameters for R, L, U and D.
Experiments
We employ a Japanese on-line handwriting database Nakayosi [19] , which stores 1,695,689 patterns for 4,438 categories of Kanji of Chinese origin, two sets of Kana (Hiragana and Katakana) of phonetic characters, English upper case and lower case letters, numerals, and so on to train the character recognizer and geometric scoring functions. The character recognizer combines off-line and on-line recognition methods by normalizing the recognition scores to conditional probabilities P(x i |C i ) [20] . Four QDF classifiers are trained for the geometric scores P(b i |C i ), P(q i |C i ), P(p u i |C i ) and P(p b i |C i−1 , C i ). We prepare the tri-gram table for the linguistic context from the year 1993 volume of the ASAHI newspaper and the year 2002 volume of the NIKKEI newspaper. The data size of the tri-gram is reduced to 10 MB by suppressing non-occurring terms, neglecting a small number of occurrences, and quantizing the logarithm values of tri-gram probabilities. In order to train text recognition parameter and test performance, we employ the database of characterorientation and line-direction free handwritten on-line text HANDS-Kondate t bf-2001-11 collected from 100 people, as shown in Table 1 . Pages 1 through 11 are just horizontal handwritings and pages 12 through 22 are just vertical lines. Pages 23 through 28 are mixture of horizontal, vertical and slanting text lines with various character orientations. Especially, pages 24 and 25 have freely handwritten patterns under certain topics as shown in Fig. 16 .
We prepare sample patterns by separating handwritten text in all the pages in the database into text line elements, normalizing their character orientations and classifying them into 4 line directions (R, L, U and D).
For each line direction, we employ 4-fold cross validation where we use 75 persons' text for training and the remaining 25 persons' text for testing. We select one group among the 4 groups as the testing set i (i = 1 to 4) and merge all the remaining groups (75 persons' patterns) as the training set i. We employ the training set i to train the SVM classifier for over-segmentation and a set of weighting parameters, because 21 over-segmentation features and geometric features for path evaluation are different for each line direction. Then, we evaluate the performance for the testing set i. We turn the role of training and testing sets and take the average of the 4 turns.
The statistics of the training sample (Train.) and testing samples (Test.) for the extracted text line elements are listed in Table 2 , where N sp is the number of true segmentation points, N nsp is that of true non-segmentation points, N ac is the average number of characters in a text line element and N al is the average number of characters written by one person, respectively.
The following subsections report the effects of dimensionality reduction, parameter optimization by GA, comparison with the segmentation-updated system, performance on artificially rotated text lines in comparison with the initial system and the time and space complexity of the system. The performance is evaluated by the f -measure for segmentation and the character recognition rate Cr as shown in Eq. (5) where r is recall and p is precision respectively. The recall rate measures the tolerance to search errors, while the precision rate measures the tolerance to search noises.
The experiments are implemented on Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770S 3.10 GHZ with 4.0 GB memory. (5) p = number o f correctly detected segmentation points number o f detected segmentation points (including f alse) .
Evaluation of Dimensionality Reduction
In order to investigate the effect of the feature reduction using PCA to reduce the extracted 21 geometric features for over-segmentation, we test the results of reducing the 21 geometric features. Table 3 presents the average performance on the testing sets, where the average character recognition time T and the memory size of the system are shown as well as the f -measure for segmentation and the character recognition rate Cr.
From the results, we can see that the 21 dimensionality of the original features achieves the best recognition and segmentation accuracy while it consumes the largest memory space and recognition time although it is not so serious for a common personal PC. Other reduced dimensionalities such as 5 can reduce the memory size and recognition time Table 3 Performance on reduced dimensionalities. largely without losing recognition and segmentation accuracy significantly. In order to keep the high recognition rate in the following experiments, we use the 21-dimensional features.
Evaluation of Parameter Optimization by GA
In order to justify weighting parameter optimization by GA, we draw a comparison between GA and the minimum classification error (MCE) criterion [21] optimized by stochastic gradient decent [22] (MCE-SGD). MCE-SGD is to find the optimal parameter vector λ by minimizing the following difference between the scores of the most confusing text class and that of the correct one:
Score Correct = Sore of the correct path in a sr-lattice (6) Score Incorrect = Scores of incorrect paths in a sr-lattice Table 4 shows the average performance on the testing sets, from which we can see that the optimization GA produces better performance than MCE-SGD.
Comparison with the Segmentation-Updated System
We also compare the performance of our proposed system and that by the segmentation-updated method in [12] , which can be tested since character orientation is already normalized. It used an one-stage classification scheme on oversegmentation and applied a recognition model that could be Table 5 Performance on mixture of vertical, horizontal and slanting lines. viewed as a special case of the model employed in this paper by setting λ h1 = 1, λ h2 = 0 (h = 1, . . . , 7) without using the terms related to k i (number of primitive segments composing a character parameter) in Eq. (4).
We add the performance by the segmentation-updated system in Table 4 and we can see that the character recognition rate has been largely improved.
Performance on Arbitrary Line Direction and Character Orientation
We test the performance on the 6 pages (23 ∼ 28). Table 5 shows the average performance on the testing sets in comparison with the initial system, where scores by the initial system are quoted from [11] . We can see the large improvement from the initial system due to the update of line-segmentation, over-segmentation and path evaluation, although we do not validate the initial system by cross validation.
Performance on Artificially Rotated Text Lines
Since the amount of text lines in the above 6 pages (23 ∼ 28) is not many, we prepare artificially rotated text lines by rotating the original 22 pages (horizontal handwritings in pages 1 through 11 and vertical lines in pages 12 through 22) by the amount of 30, 90, 130 and 240 degrees as shown in Fig. 17 . Table 6 Performance on rotated horizontal/vertical handwritings. Table 6 shows the average performance on the testing sets in comparison with the initial system, where scores by the initial system are quoted from [11] . We can see that the proposed method works well without any degradation for those artificially rotated text lines and its performance is far better than the initial system due to the enhancement in line-segmentation, over-segmentation and path evaluation, although we do not validate the initial system by cross validation.
Time and Space Complexity
Finally, we present the time and space complexity of the system as shown in Table 7 , 8.
The time and memory requirement of the initial system was 16.84 m sec, 7.87 MB, respectively. The time complexity has been doubled and the Memory requirement has been tripled. Nevertheless, the recognition speed is quick enough for practical applications and the memory requirement is practical, which is almost the same as the recognizer for horizontal text with normal character orientation [12] since the memory requirement for character recognition and linguistic context are dominant. Figure 18 shows some examples of misrecognition and mis- segmentation given by the proposed model. For each example, the upper line is the written text, and the lower line is the recognition result followed by the correct result where the recognition errors are highlighted by underlines. We observed three major sources causing segmentationrecognition errors.
Consideration on Misrecognition and Missegmentation
(1) Problem of character recognition: Fig. 18 (a)-(b) show recognition errors due to character recognition, where the correct answers are not within the top 10 candidate classes output by the character recognizer for each character pattern. To solve this, we need to improve the character recognition accuracy. Increasing the number of candidate classes can reduce the missing of correct class, but slows down the recognition speed.
(2) Problem of path evaluation: Fig. 18 (c)-(d) show recognition errors due to path evaluation. Correct character answers are within the top 10 candidate classes but the path evaluation fails to find the correct one. To solve this, we should improve the scores of linguistic context and geometric features.
(3) Problem of over-segmentation: Fig. 18 (e)-(f) show recognition errors due to over-segmentation. There are mis-segmentations at the over-segmentation stage. To solve this, we need to improve the accuracy of over-segmentation.
Conclusion
This paper has presented significant improvements in our line-direction-free and character-orientation-free on-line handwritten Japanese text recognition system. Through updating the text line segmentation and over-segmentation and then integrating them into a robust context integration model, the system achieves high recognition rates on on-line handwritten text of arbitrary character orientation and line direction comparable with horizontal text with normal character orientation. Its memory size is rather small and its recognition time is fast enough for various applications.
There remain several works to improve the performance. The gravity center information [13] might be added for line direction estimation. Module organizations must be refined to incorporate the system for ink search and other applications. 
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